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Leading guided meditation



Included you will find tips on how to prepare yourself, be familiar with meditation you suggest leading, know what makes it work for you, how to introduce the idea to your friend or client, and more. Starting Simply There is no need to skip this section if you yourself are not a meditator! That said, it is certainly a plus if you
have had some experience with meditation; That means you both know what it has to offer, and also the path that can take an inside. Either way, you may well find that guiding another in meditation is easier and more natural than you thought. If you are inexperienced, find a few minutes to participate in a pre-enrolled
guided meditation first. '4-Step Let-go' is a perfect place to start. By following the suggestions you can have a taste of what it is to be relaxed and still awake inside, looking - just as if you are an observer - the various transient feelings in your body and thoughts and feelings. Having experienced it yourself, you will have an
idea of how to introduce that method and the like to another person. For example, you can say: I have found a very easy way to relax and find a place for calm inside. I think you might like it. Or: There is a way to unhook yourself from your mind and from your mood; it can even help when you have pain. I've tried it -
would you give it a chance? Then either the person can listen to it themselves or prefer that you guide them. If the latter is the case, before you do it, take the time for yourself to listen to meditation again. This time, as you are led into the relaxation room and inner silence, note what factors improve the process. These
may include... * You are in a place where you may be undisturbed for the duration. Also: yours to have a comfortable position, either sit or lie down, and be warm or cool enough * Certain aspects of the way meditation is presented, for example - The tone, pitch and quality of the voice(s) - The slow speed at which the
voice(s) speak - Pauses, the small gaps where it is just the music - the wording, the repetition of some words , and the use of metaphors and images – The music that provides a backdrop; that supports without being intrusive; it is slow and suggests spaciousness – The way meditation starts and ends. That is, at first the
gentle invitation to close your eyes and just relax. And at the end, a mild suggestion that you can come back slowly. Being aware of such points will help you guide someone else. You can find the text for 4-step La-go here to read online or print as a pdf. What is important in guiding another in meditation ... It is important
that * The person wants to have you guide them to meditation! * They are comfortable, it will want physical and psychological. That is, they are not hungry or want to use the toilet. There is nothing that occupies them that can be a distraction, and they have time to go. * You select a you are familiar with and where the
wording is simple. * You use ambient music. Melodic music, and/or music containing words tends to engage the mind, just when one wants to let it go! Ambient music provides a spacious form of feeling that helps to move beyond the reach of noisy minds. If the person has a favorite ambient track, you can use it. Then
the current groove should be used only for meditation. In this way, over time, an association is formed between you and your voice, the music and the other's state of relaxation and peace. Then, even if you are not present and the person listens to the music, they can move into the same state as when you guided them.
... and What is not important! It is not important if * The person occasionally changes position or opens his eyes during the process. Meditation is not against movement! And: they can move due to discomfort or pain, so you can gently ask if it is so and help them adjust their position if necessary. They can open their eyes
because this is a new process for them, and they need to soothe themselves by reconnecting. Occasionally, when they settle in the process, a tendency to move or to open their eyes may subside. Meanwhile, the point is to avoid making them feel like they're not doing it right. * They don't capture all the words. Meditation
is less about the actual words and more about the overall effect that all the factors create (see above) when combined. * They fall asleep. It is completely natural, especially when someone is first introduced to meditation. We associate being comfortable, closing our eyes and doing nothing about becoming unconscious,
so it's understandable if they drift off here and there or fall asleep deeply. Even if the person appears to be asleep, on a deeper level they can benefit from meditation. Knowing that it can happen, before you start, reassure them that even if it's good to be conscious, it's also okay if they're drifting off. Check before you start
that if they sleep when the meditation is over and you leave, would they prefer to be awakened or abandoned to sleep? Tip to you: * If the word meditation is not appropriate - for example, an older person may not understand it or have a misconception about it – just introduce what you do as a guided relaxation. Let them
know that you are going to be careful help them relax and to feel calm. * If you are relaxed and calm as you guide the person, chances are they will start to feel that way too. That's because some kind of tuning-into each other or report naturally happens on and off. For example, you may find that you both start breathing
at the same pace as each other. For more suggestions on how to create a good report, see In-Rapport Skills.here. * When it comes to your breathing: as you become more relaxed with guiding the person and you spend your own breath to theirs, pace your words and phrases so that you speak at their Breath. * It can be
reassuring to touch the person gently; But your intention to soothe can also feel as intrusive: meditation is such a delicate and private space! Unless you're sure it's welcome, ask the person first, for example, and say, 'I wonder how you'd feel if I just easily touch your arm?' * When appropriate (that is, not to jump on them
the moment the meditation is over!), ask the person for feedback, first about the meditation itself. For example, 'How was it for you?' (There's a better way to ask than a direct question that just needs a yes/no answer, such as: 'Did you like meditation?' Or, 'Did meditation work for you?') A how or what question is more
open-ended and invites a fuller answer. It also doesn't include any suggestion of how you want the person to respond. * Ask for feedback on how to lead meditation. You might ask, 'How was the pace I was talking at? How easy was it to hear me? What about the choice of music?' I wonder how we could make this even
more relaxing...' * When the person knows the scenes, they can meditate alone, with or without music **. Then they have a very significant resource and one that they can access even when you're not there. ** See our resource list of music to meditate after. See also: Which meditation method is best when leading a
guided meditation? Leading a guided meditation for someone who is sick or dying On Mindful, we aim to connect you with the resources you need to develop and strengthen your meditation practices. We know that meditation isn't always easy – that's why we've created step-by-step instructions to guide you through
each exercise. Whether you're new to meditation or have been practicing for years, our resources give you space to slow down, connect and update. This year we gave meditations on how to tame the inner critic, tune into the body, sleep better, sit with change and practice loving kindness. The most popular meditations
from 2019 body scanning practice helps you reconnect and relax from head to toe. Elaine Smookler leads us through the basics of this beginner practice. The next time your self-doubt gets too high, explore this 12-minute meditation from Bertin to confront the nagging voice in your head. By taking the time to remind
yourself that you deserve happiness and lightness, you can promote greater self-pity and invoke it when times get tough. This short and simple breathing practice brings your focus to the moment and helps you connect with the nature that surrounds you. When we're too busy, we tend to go into auto-pilot and just focus
on doing- instead of being in the moment. This meditation helps you slow down and just be. Many of us struggle to get a good night's sleep. If you often throw and turn in the middle of the night, explore this guided meditation to soothe a busy mind. is constant, but it does not make it easier to get used to. To. Ed Halliwell
encourages us to let go of control to alleviate our anxiety. Holding a grudge can feel good for now, but it hurts us in the long run. By practicing forgiveness, we can open up space for something new to unfold. This meditation from Jon Kabat-Zinn encourages us to let our thoughts come and go, without rushing to act on
them or solve anything. By expanding our consciousness, we can let go of firm assumptions and avoid rushing to conclusions so we can see things as they really are. Is.
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